CMM & IMB Student Seminars - Spring 2017
Tuesday, 12 Noon, MRB 102

Tuesday, January 17 – CMM Graduate Student, Julieann Puleo
Tuesday, January 24 – IMB Postdoc, Heather Thompson
Tuesday, January 31 – CMM Graduate Student, Yuanzhang Yang
Tuesday, February 7 – IMB Graduate Student, Iris Ma
Tuesday, February 14 – CMM Graduate Student, Kelvin Pond
Tuesday, February 21 – IMB Graduate Student, Krysta Felix
Tuesday, February 28 – CMM Graduate Student, Marco Padilla-Rodriguez
Tuesday, March 7 – IMB Graduate Student, Nico Contreras
Tuesday, March 14 – CMM Graduate Student, Farah Bughio
Tuesday, March 21 – IMB Graduate Student, Marvin O’Ketch
Tuesday, March 28 – CMM Graduate Student, Sebastian Zeltzer
Tuesday, April 4 – IMB Graduate Student, Emily Merritt
Tuesday, April 11 – CMM Graduate Student, John Ryniawec
Tuesday, April 18 – IMB Graduate Student, Jacob Zbesko
Tuesday, April 25 – IMB Postdoc, Kate Rhodes, So lab
Tuesday, May 2 – CMM Postdoc, Sara Parker, Zinsmaier/Mouneimne lab
Tuesday – May 9 - IMB Postdoc, Mladen Jergovic, Nikolich lab